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Commentary
RATIONALITY, MELIORATION, AND LAW-OF-EFFECT
MODELS FOR CHOICE
J.E.R. Staddon
Duke University
- Economists usually assume that human choice beAbstract
havioris rational,by which they mean that it maximizessome
utilityfunction. Psychologists are more impressedby the evident irrationalityof behaviorand tend to lookfor choice mechanisms(whichcannotact rationallyunderall conditions).Richard Herrnstein(1990a)has recentlyargued that the choices of
pigeons and people are dynamicallydriven by a moment-bymoment tendency to equalize payoff per unit of activity invested, a mechanismhe terms melioration./ argue that economicmodelsare not so bad, and meliorationis not so good, as
Herrnsteincontends. Theproblem with rational choice is not
that it is wrong but that it is too flexible. The problems with
meliorationare that it is poorly defined and refers only to
events in the recentpast (local events).
Economists and many other nonpsychologists tend to
assume that human choice behavior is rational. Psychologists, in contrast, like to show the irrationality of behavior. Economists have refined the idea of rationality by
equating it with the maximization of utility, where the
utility of a good need not be simply related to its amount
and may depend on the availability of other goods. A
virtue of this approach is that even the most maladaptive
behavior can be shown to maximize some utility function.
Psychologists have dealt with apparent irrationality in
several ways. One is to follow the economists' strategy of
exploring utility functions (e.g., Rachlin, 1990). Another
approach is to exploit the idea of constraints- on perception, memory, or information processing in general- that
limit people's ability to attain utility maxima (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1982; but see Gigerenzer, 1991).
Still a third approach, closer to the mechanistic tradition of psychology, is to abandon the idea of rationality
altogether and look for the proximal causes of behavior.
Rather than settle for static economic accounts, say advocates of this view, let us look for the dynamic behavioral mechanisms that actually drive choice. If these
mechanisms sometimes seem to act "rationally," fine,
but the point is the mechanisms themselves, not their
consistency with an economic account. Richard Herrnstein is a leading advocate of this position. Herrnstein
views his work as a descendant of Thorndike's law of
effect, the most influential psychological attempt to exAddress correspondence to J.E.R. Staddon, Department of Psychology, Duke University, Durham, NC 27706.
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plain apparently purposive behavior in mechanistic
terms. In two recent articles (Herrnstein, 1990a, 1990b),
he has argued for a mechanism of choice that he terms
melioration, which he believes to be better than economic accounts of choice - and presumably better than
other law-of-effect accounts, although he does not discuss competitors.
Herrnstein' s forceful and persuasive presentation
places in bold relief an issue that is the subject of the
present article: the relation between economic and psychological models for choice. I also comment briefly on
the status of all those models that, like melioration, attempt to explain choice in terms of events in the organism's recent past, that is, by purely local effects. I argue
two main points: (a) that melioration, though presented
as a dynamic model, in fact resembles static economic
models in one key respect, and (b) that economic accounts, though less attractive for epistemological reasons
than mechanistic ones, fit the facts at least as well as
melioration and cannot be ruled out as easily as Herrnstein asserts. I also raise the possibility that models like
melioration, which interpret the law of effect as a purely
local process, are necessarily incomplete as mechanistic
explanations for recurrent choice.

BACKGROUND
The most extensive set of data on repeated choices
between valued alternatives is to be found in the literature on the free-operant behavior of hungry pigeons, rats,
and other infrahuman animals. Comparable data from human subjects are insignificant in quantity and feeble in
terms of the subjects' motivation: A small sum of money
at the end of a single 30-min experimental session is not
to be compared to daily sustenance for a food-deprived
animal. It is likely, therefore, that the animal data can tell
us important things about how people make critical reallife choices that could not be learned from people directly.
The ruling principle of free-operant choice is the
matching law (Herrnstein, 1961), a simple empirical relation derived originally from experiments in which hungry pigeons chose repeatedly between two options, each
of which paid off with food reinforcement according to a
random, time-based schedule. It will come as no surprise
to learn that the option paid off more frequently is also
chosen more frequently. What is not as obvious is why
after many training sessions the relation between actual
VOL. 3, NO. 2, MARCH 1992
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- is assumedto be drivenby
(not scheduled)rates of payoff for two choices, R(x) and cific choice or its probability
R(y), shouldbe so simply relatedto the averagerates of events in the recent past.
How recentis "recent"?Thatis, just how muchof the
respondingby which the payoffs were obtained,x andy.
Response ratios approximately(I discuss some devia- recent past must be includedas a determinantof present
tions shortly) match reinforcementratios: xly « R(x)l action?This problemof time windowhas received some
attention (e.g., Dow & Lea, 1987; Killeen, 1982; StadR(y), the relationtermedthe matchinglaw.
Botheconomic(Rachlin& Burkhard,1978;Staddon& don, 1988), though less perhaps than it deserves. The
Motheral,1978)and mechanistic(see Davison & McCar- problemis not yet resolved, thoughthe tacit consensus is
thy, 1988; Staddon, 1988; Williams, 1988, for reviews) that the relevant period is relatively short- less than a
explanationshave been offeredfor the matchinglaw and typical daily experimentalsession, at least.
In this article, I considermeliorationas a static model
data. The mechanisticacrelatedreinforcement-schedule
counts are all more or less directlyderivedfrom the law and compareit with a competingstatic economic model.
of effect. Like all models, they specify the state of the I show that there exists at least one simple economic
systemandallow the state at one instantto determinethe model that is not obviously inferiorto "static" melioraresponse(and state) at the next instant. Most models for tion.
recurrentchoice sharean importantsimplifyingproperty,
however:They equate the state of the subject-schedule
MELIORATION, MAXIMIZATION,
system with behavioral and environmental variables
AND RATIONALITY
(such as response and reinforcementrates or probabiliThe ubiquitousmatchingrelation is most readily exties) measuredover a brief intervalof time (on the order
of minutes).I term this propertylocality.
plainedby the versionof meliorationin which the system
state is defined by the reinforcementprobabilitiesfor
for
models
Most of the contemporarymathematical
&
each
choice alternative(Herrnsteinuses the term reinrecurrentchoice (e.g., the kinetic theory [Myerson
models
forcement per unit of behavior invested, 1990a, pp. 218Miezin, 1980; Staddon, 1977], moving-average
invariance
ratio
and
219, but this is equivalentto probabilityif all choice re[Dow & Lea, 1987;Killeen, 1982],
to
themselves
restrict
models[Homer& Staddon, 1987])
sponses are equallycostly). Formally,these probabilities
be denoted by R(xt)lxifwhere xt is the rate of the ith
can
localeffects, althoughmanyolderreinforcement-learning
stimulusand
response and R(x()is the rate of reinforcementobtained
models,such as Hulliantheory(Hull, 1943)
with
deal
to
by respondingat rate x{. When these probabilitiesdiffer
samplingtheory (Estes, 1955), designed
different responses, according to melioration, refor
which
not.
do
Melioration,
somewhatdifferentdata sets,
matchto
is the process that Herrnsteinproposes explain
spondingshifts momentby momentin the directionof the
of
version
one
For
largest one. If there are just two choices, it seems intuexample,
ing, is also a local model.
reinrates
of
local
itively obvious that stabilitywill result when these probmeliorationis that "subjectscompare
abilitiesare the same for both choices, that is, when
and
alternatives
available
forcementfrom concurrently
the
towards
manner
shiftin a relativelycontinuous
higher
/*(*!)/*! = R(X2)/X2,
one. ... the process itself appearsto be psychologically
than
more
detect
to
the
nothing
simple,requiring subject
hence xxlx2= R(xl)/R(x2)
(1)
signed differencesin local reinforcementrate" (Herrnalso
see
stein & Vaughan,1980,p. 164;
Vaughan,1985).
In this case, the system state is definedby local response so that the matchinglaw is satisfied.
Although melioration is presented as a dynamic
and reinforcementrates, and instantaneouschanges in
that is, a model of the process by which the allodifferences
driven
be
to
model,
are
by
presumed
response rate
behavior changes from moment to moment,
of
cation
this
of
models
Other
rates.
type
between reinforcement
in
fact some uncertaintyabout what Herrnstein
is
there
accordFor
makesimilarlocality assumptions.
example,
If
meliorationis dynamic,then we mightexpect
intends.
Stad&
invariance
1987;
Staddon,
(Homer
ing to ratio
at least of the ruleby which changesin
some
the
of
the
increments
reward
specification
each
probability
don, 1988),
local reinforcementrates (or
the
that
decrements
variable,
nonreward
each
and
independent
rewardedresponse,
in the dependentvariable,
effect
defined
is
state
changes
the
In
this
by
probabilities),
case,
system
probability.
nowherespecifies such a
Herrnstein
rates.
local
in
and
response
response
local response probabilities,
changes
not as a process but as
defined
in
fact
is
Melioration
rule.
redriven
be
to
are
by
response
probability presumed
that yields matching
"The
an
outcome:
modlaw-of-effect
process
dynamic
reward.
reward
and
Many
by
sponse
els that are descendantsof the old Bush-Mosteller(1951) at equilibriumhas been called melioration"(Herrnstein,
model can be described in a similar way. In all these 1990a,p. 219). The matching-lawdata on which melioracases, some local measureof responding- eitherthe spe- tion rests are not local and dynamicbut globaland static.
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Static data and definitionin terms of outcomes are both
characteristicsof simple economic models. In the next
few paragraphs,I show that meliorationcan be considered a sort of economic model. I then try to evaluateit in
comparisonwith anothereconomic model that provides
more serious competition than simple reinforcement
maximization,the idea that animalsalways allocate their
behaviorbetween choices so as to maximizethe overall
rateof reinforcement.Reinforcementmaximizationis the
straw man that Herrnsteinand his associates have been
predictablysuccessful in demolishingover the past few
years.
Melioration and Marginal Returns

The definingpropertyof (one versionof) meliorationis
that the equilibriumallocationof behavioris the one for
which a specific quantity, reinforcementper unit of behavior invested (in practice, reinforcementprobability),
is equatedfor all choices. The definingpropertyof static,
economic models of choice is that at equilibriummarginal rate of returnis equatedfor all choices. (Marginal
rate of returnis simply the incrementin returnproduced
by an infinitesimalincrementin effort.) In the absence of
any explicit definitionfor the dynamicsof melioration,it
is possible to conclude, therefore,that meliorationis just
an economic model for which the relevant marginalis
always reinforcementprobability.Reinforcementprobability is a perfectly acceptable marginalin many cases.
But it will not be appropriatein all cases because marginal rate of returndepends not just on the utility function, but also on the scheduleconstraints.Whatis unique
aboutmelioration,therefore,is not that it makes predictions by equatingmarginalquantities,but that it assumes
the very same marginalfor all possible situations. Why
this constancyis unusualfor an economicmodel, how the
technical terms utility and constraint are defined, and
how they are used to make economic predictionsare explainedin the followingexample. The examplealso illustrates the economist's use of the term rationalityand its
relationto reinforcementmaximization.
Rationality and Utility

Rationality is a term from common speech. We all
know, or think we know, what rationalbehaviorshould
be. But in a technical sense, rationalityis defined only
with respect to a particularutility function:Rationalbehavioris simply behaviorthat achieves the maximumof
the utility function under given constraints. To economists, utility is an abstractconstruct that is derived (in
true behavioristfashion!)from an individual'spatternof
choices. This constructis termedrevealedutility,and the
methodfor findingit is termed inverse optimality(Samuelson, 1965; see Parker & Maynard-Smith,1990, and
138

Staddon, 1983, for summaries).Utility may correspond
to some readily measured objective input, such as
amountof money, but generallythe relationshipbetween
amountof a good and its utilityis nonlinear.Most goods
are subject to diminishingmarginal returns:The more
moneya personalreadyhas, the less the added(marginal)
utilityof an additionaldollar.To the poor, a founddollar
is worth much; to the very rich, even a found $1,000 is
hardly worth stooping for. It is an elementary error,
against which Economics 101 students are regularly
warned,to confuse the utilityof a good with its amount.
How Utility Is Maximized

Suppose we know how utility depends on some measurablequantitysuch as the rate of food reinforcement.
Suppose that we also know how reinforcementrate depends on the rate of differentresponses. How do we find
the optimalallocationof behavior,the distributionof respondingacross alternativesthat maximizesoverall utility? The simpleanswer(thereare morecomplexones for
difficultcases) is thatallocationis optimalwhen behavior
is allocated so that marginalutility is the same for all
responses. For example, suppose that U(R() = R(w,
where Rt is reinforcementrate1 (computed over some
definedperiod)for the ith responseand U(Rt)is its utility.
If 0 < w < 1, the utility function, (/(/?,), is negatively
accelerated (i.e., shows diminishingmarginalutility).
Suppose also that reinforcementis dispensed according
to a variable-ratioschedule,2so thatR( = kxitwherext is
the rate of the ith response and k is the reinforcement
probability.Putting these two relations together yields
which is an exampleof an objectivefuncU(x() = (kXi)w,
tion, the functionwhich is to be maximized.Takingthe
derivativewith respect to xt and substitutingshows that
the marginalutility, df//cbc,in this situation is proportionalto RJxt,so thatutilityhere will be maximizedif this
quantity,which happenshere to be reinforcementprobability, is the same for all responses. This exercise
shows, therefore,that there exists a utility functionand
constraint set- an economic model, with diminishing
marginalutility- that yields the same predictionsas melioration.
The criticaldifferenceis that if we change the schedule-from ratio to interval, say- the objective function
will change. The marginalutilities will also change, and
so will the predictionsof the economic model. But the
predictionsof meliorationwill be unaltered.This invari1. Note that we are talking about the utility of reinforcement rates
here, not the utility of individual reinforcements.
2. This is an example of &constraint; the function that specifies how
reinforcement rate depends on response rate is also called a molar
feedback function .
VOL. 3, NO. 2, MARCH 1992
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ance is the realdifferencebetween meliorationand familiar static economic models, since there is no utilityfunction that is guaranteedto yield the same marginalutility
no matterwhat the set of constraints.Melioration,therefore, while of the same form as economic models for
choice, is fundamentallyat odds with them because its
predictions are completely insensitive to constraints.
Perhapsthis is what Herrnsteinmeans when he says that
melioration"genericallyviolates the assumptionof optimality"(Herrnstein,1990a,p. 217).
Whatare the data?Does matchinghold over all schedule combinations?This is not the place for a comprehensive review. It is sufficient to say that the complete
invariancepredicted by melioration(i.e., exact correspondencewith Equation1) is not found:Commondeviationsare undermatching(responseratioscloser to indifference than reinforcementratios) and bias (response
ratios proportional,ratherthan equal, to reinforcement
ratios; see Williams, 1988, for a review). When choice
responsesare identical,undermatchingis the commonest
pattern.
Melioration, Maximization, and Rational Choice

We are now in a position to compare three different
approachesto recurrentchoice: melioration,reinforcement maximization(linear utility), and rational choice
(nonlinearutility). Herrnstein(1990a),in his usual didactic fashion, has provideda neat illustrationthat we can
use: choice between two alternatives, RIGHT and
LEFT, each paid off in frequency-dependentfashion.
Figure1, which is similarto Herrnstein's(1990a)Figure
1, shows two kindsof thingsaboutthis situation:the way
that total reinforcement (left-hand y-axis, inverted U
function) or cost (negative utility, right-handy-axis,
heavy-lineU function)depends on the allocationof behaviorto the RIGHT(x-axis)andthe way thatresponding
on the RIGHTor LEFT affects reinforcement(left-hand
y-axis, straightlines). Notice that this situation,which is
sometimes called a frequency-dependent schedule, is
tricky because the payoff for each response is not constantbut depends on its relative frequency. The greater
the proportionof total behaviorallocatedto one alternative, the smallerthe payoff from that alternative.(These
procedures have an obvious parallel to frequencydependentselection in populationbiology, in which rare
types are especially favored.)
The units Herrnsteinuses for the left-handy-axis are
reinforcementsper unit of behaviorallocated, which implies a probabilitylike scale (though evidently not
boundedat 1). Let us denote the payoffs as a functionof
allocation, s, by q^s) for the LEFT and qR(s)for the
RIGHT choice (the two straight lines in the figure).
Clearly, the actual reinforcementsobtained are these
VOL. 3, NO. 2, MARCH1992

Fig. 1. Reinforcements obtained per unit of behavior allocated
as a function of the proportion of behavior allocated to the
RIGHT response (left-hand y-axis) on two linear frequencydependent schedules. The two schedules are labeled RIGHT
and LEFT (Equations 2 and 3 in the text): In both cases, the
more behavior is allocated to a response, the lower the payoff
probability for that response. The dashed line shows the total
payoff associated with a given allocation. The heavy U-curve is
the objective function derived from the delay-cost model described in the text (right-hand y-axis).

quantitiesmultipliedby the behavior allocated to each
alternative:#L = (1 - s)q^\ RK = sqR. The two linear
functions (termedschedule constraints)in the figure indicate that the probabilityof reinforcementon a given
schedule decreases the more behavior is allocated to it.
The more the animalrespondson the RIGHT,for example, the leanerthe payofffor each RIGHTresponse. The
two scheduleconstraints(see the appendixin Herrnstein,
1990a)are
qL(s) = 85 + 2

(2)

qR(s) = 10 - Ss.

(3)

and

The meliorationpredictionis just the s-value at the intersection of these two straightlines.
The heavy U-curvedline in Figure 1 shows the objective function (i.e., the cost function under the given
schedule constraints) correspondingto a super-simple
nonlinear-utilitymodelcalled the delay-costmodel (Staddon & Ettinger,1989).Cost is measuredin arbitraryunits
on the right-handy-axis. The cost functionfor the delaycost model is as follows:
C(s) = Z)L+ DR,

(4)
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section of the two schedule lines, at about s = .07, which
deviates substantially from the maximum of the totalreinforcements function, which is still at .5. The prediction of the delay-cost model is the minimum of the cost
function, at about s = .26. Note that both melioration
and delay cost predict a RIGHT preference much less
than required for reinforcement maximization.
The melioration prediction corresponds of necessity to
perfect matching, sl(\ - s) = RR/R^ The minimum of
the delay-cost function corresponds to undermatching, in
which choice ratios are less extreme (differ less from
unity- indifference) than reinforcement ratios: The response ratio is .35, but the corresponding reinforcement
ratio, RR/R^ is only .1. Undermatching is the commonest deviation from matching on concurrent schedules
Fig. 2. Same as Figure 1, except that the equation for allocation (Baum, 1974). Undermatching was also found (Horner &
to the LEFT is q^(s) = 100s + 2.
Staddon, 1987) with a different kind of frequencydependent schedule in which the constraint lines both
where Dt is the average reinforcement delay3 experienced had positive slope with zero intercept, q(s) = ks, but the
while the organism is actually attending to that alterna- slope for the LEFT was twice that for the RIGHT, that is,
= 2qR(s). Under these conditions, melioration imtive: Z)L = (1 - s)//?L; DR = s/RR. Since #L = <?L(1<7LCs)
plies consistent choice of the higher probability choice
s), Equation 4 can be rewritten:
(LEFT), which should drive absolute payoff probability,
s, to zero. Nevertheless, pigeons settled for mean 5-valC(s) = 1/<?L+ 1/<?R,
(5) ues significantly above zero, so that the ratio of response
rates was less extreme than the ratio of reinforcement
rates.
where <?Land qR are given by Equations 2 and 3, as
What are we to make of this comparison among the
before.
three
models? Clearly, reinforcement maximization (linThe math need not befuddle. The two terms in Equaear
is ruled out, which is the reason why even the
utility)
tions 4 and 5 are simply the reciprocals of the obtained
earliest
economic
models for operant behavior assumed
local (i.e., while the alternative is being attended to) renonlinear
What
of the comparison between meutility.
inforcement rates for LEFT and RIGHT responses. They
lioration
and
the
model? Again, this is not the
delay-cost
say that the organism (according to the delay-cost model)
for
an
extensive
literature
review. Probably neither
place
computes cost by summing reinforcement delays, rather
is
overall.
is not to argue for the
clearly
superior
My
point
than computing utility by summing reinforcers, as in remodel
but
to
show
that
even a very simple
delay-cost
inforcement maximization. This apparently trivial difference makes a big difference in the predictions of these nonlinear-utility economic model can do about as well as
a static version of melioration in explaining operant
two models, as we will see.
It is clear that in this symmetrical situation all three choice data. No doubt more sophisticated economic
such as Rachlin's (Rachlin & Burkhard, 1978) or
models, reinforcement maximization, melioration, and models,
the
minimum-distance
model (Staddon, 1979; see also
delay cost, make the same prediction: indifference, s =
&
.5, which is the maximum of the total-reinforcement Sibly McFarland, 1976), can do even better. In short,
Herrnstein's disproof of reinforcement maximization
curve, the minimum of the delay-cost curve, and the indoes
little to increase confidence in melioration and says
tersection of the two schedule-constraint lines. But the
three predictions pull apart when we look at an asymmet- nothing whatever about the power of economic models in
rical arrangement, which is shown in Figure 2 (a more general.
What of melioration as a dynamic model? Melioration,
extreme version of Herrnstein's, 1990a, Fig. 2), in which
the slope of the LEFT schedule function is much in- along with ratio invariance (and the other models mencreased. The melioration prediction is again at the inter- tioned earlier), is what I have termed a local model. Is
melioration the best such model? Is any local model
valid? I suspect that the answer to both these questions is
3. Delay here refers to the averagetime to reinforcementwhen an "no," but editorial strictures force me to postpone the
alternativeis beingattendedto, not to response-reinforcer
delay, which argument on these difficult and technical issues to anis always close to zero for the reinforcedresponse.
other occasion.
140
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CONCLUSION
Economic and mechanistic accounts for choice are not
incompatible. All of the proposed mechanisms for choice
behave optimally under some conditions, even if no
mechanism can be optimal under all conditions. So it
makes no sense to pit economic models against mechanistic ones, rationality against melioration. And as Parker
and Maynard-Smith (1990) have recently pointed out yet
again, the economic approach is so flexible that it cannot
be tested- or rejected- as a whole. Herrnstein has rejected one model, linear utility, which is neither the best
economic model nor the only one. The economic approach remains.
What of melioration and other local models for the
mechanism of choice? The current interest in dynamic
models of choice, in the process of learning in individual
organisms, seems to me laudable and potentially very
fruitful. Nevertheless, melioration is probably not the
best local model for free-operant choice, and there is a
distinct possibility that all local models are fatally flawed.
In the meantime, we should not be too eager to throw out
optimality accounts which, incomplete as they are, may
nevertheless continue to be as heuristic in psychology as
they have proven to be in biology and economics.
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